
 

The Pocket Epic: Poets Writing at Length  

10:35-11:50 a.m.  

Room 447-448, Summit Building, Seattle Convention Center, Level 4 

Event Description:  
In a form characterized by compression, what does it mean to write at length? 
Can such works cleave to standards of precision and concision as they extend 
beyond the standard one-pager? What kinds of worldbuilding, expansiveness of 
thought, or complexity of experience might be achieved in multi-page or even 
book-length poems? Panelists will read briefly from their work, discuss both 
formal and free-verse approaches to writing long poems, and offer strategies 
for generating and sustaining them. 
 

Category: Poetry Craft and Criticism 

Event Moderator/Organizer: 
Melissa Crowe is the author of the poetry collection Dear Terror, Dear Splendor 
(University of Wisconsin Press, 2019) and Lo (University of Iowa Press, 2023). 
She's coordinator of the MFA program at the University of North Carolina 
Wilmington, where she teaches poetry and publishing. 

 
Event Participants: 

 
Sumita Chakraborty is the author of the poetry collection Arrow and is 
currently writing a critical book on ethics, death, and poetics. She is the 
recipient of honors and fellowships from the Poetry Foundation, the Forward 
Arts Foundation, and Kundiman, and she is Assistant Professor of English and 
Creative Writing at North Carolina State University.  
 
Meg Day is the 2015–2016 recipient of the Amy Lowell Poetry Travelling 
Scholarship, a 2013 recipient of an NEA Fellowship in Poetry, and the author 
of Last Psalm at Sea Level. Day is an assistant professor of English and creative 
writing in the MFA program at NC State. 
 
Paisley Rekdal is the author, most recently, of Appropriate: A 
Provocation and Nightingale. A Guggenheim fellow and Utah's Poet Laureate, she 



teaches at the University of Utah, where she edits the web archive project 
Mapping Literary Utah. 

 
 
 

Opening Remarks and Housekeeping Announcements 

Moderator / Melissa Crowe: 

Welcome to The Pocket Epic: Poets Writing at Length. A few reminders before 
we begin:  

• For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, please let the 
moderator of the panel, (identify moderator), know, and a printed copy will be 
delivered to you.  
• Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear of chairs or 
other barriers.  
• Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to distract or pet 
them.  
• Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from wearing 
scented products. 
 • Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible disabilities. Do 
not question anyone’s use of an accommodation while at the conference, 
including for chairs reserved for those with disabilities 

 
Moderator will introduce panelists.  
 
Participant Initial Remarks 
 
Melissa Crowe (Moderator)  
I’ll read from “When She Speaks of the Fire,” a poem in eleven sections I composed 
over the course of three years. I’ll discuss the ways in which sustained attention to 
form made productive a long engagement with painful subject matter about which I’d 
previously found it impossible to write. In particular, once I gave myself permission to 
take up space, I began to approach each of the poem’s sections as a discrete 
opportunity for formal experimentation, which served as useful distraction from the 
trauma inherent in the central narrative and provided avenues for discovering the 
poem beyond the poem I was scared to write. What resulted was a poem about sexual 
violence but also about the formal and psychic challenges of writing such a poem.  



Sumita Chakraborty 
I’ll be speaking about the idea of “taking up space” in a long poem from a few 
different angles. First, I’ll reflect on the ways in which, as a woman of color, it has felt 
rather audacious to take up a kind of space on the page that is historically associated 
with canonical white men. Second, I’ll also reflect on how writing long poems has 
helped me think about ceding space when necessary (for staying in one’s lane, for 
gaining perspective, and so on). I anticipate also offering concrete strategies for 
drafting and revising long poems—along with thinking about how to negotiate 
(or whether to negotiate) the hypothetical needs of “the reader” in long poems. 

Meg Day 
I plan to discuss the way the long poem provides an opportunity to engage with crip 
time & subverts ableist expectations often projected into contemporary poetics via 
hierarchies that prioritize speed, brevity, compression, or what Niedecker called 
“condensery.” I find available in the long poem—specifically the crown of sonnets—a 
kind of conversation one can live inside, a cocoon within which one might transform 
one’s own thinking. Its literal temporality—the time it takes both to make & read—is 
in important dialogue with Alison Kafer, who reminds us, “rather than bend disabled 
bodies & minds to meet the clock, crip time bends the clock to meet disabled bodies 
& minds.” I’ll speak on my crown, “Boy Corona,” which uses John Donne as an 
adaptive device for insisting upon not just a Deaf & disabled poetics, but a crip 
sensibility about time, publishing, & the benefit of making a poem that might also 
make the poet. 

Paisley Rekdal 

I will read briefly from my work, discuss both formal and free-verse approaches to 
writing long poems, and offer strategies for generating and sustaining them. 
 
Moderator Questions (Melissa Crowe): 

1. In the discussions we four have already had about the long poem, a phrase 
that has recurred is “taking up space,” which suggests we each initially had 
the sense that we may not be entitled to write at length or at least that we 
sensed a kind of resistance to longer work by “folks like us,” whatever that 
might mean. Can you speak a little bit about those kinds of resistance and 
how you managed to overcome them in order to claim more space on the 
page? 

2. Often the choice to write at length winds up not just being a matter of space 
but also intertwined with other formal choices. One can’t, I might be 



suggesting, write long without also making a lot of other choices about 
approach—voice, style, form. Do you want to say anything about the 
relationship between the long poem and received or discovered form? 

3. Sumita very wisely brought up questions about “the reader” in her own 
remarks. I wonder if other panelists might like to speak to how one 
imagines or courts or engages a reader over several pages and whether and 
how these strategies compare to those you employ when writing in shorter 
forms. 

4. Who are the contemporary poets writing long poems you’d love everyone 
to read?  

  



 


